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Context 

A important prerequisite to international collaboration is to agree on the units that are used for 
things like distance and weight and to agree on how to specify numbers. 
 

Articles 

1. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to adopt the International System of Units (also 
called SI units or “the metric system”), as defined by the International Bureau of Weights 
and Measures (BIPM.org) and, with that, use SI units within the context of Asgardia (this  
implies that second (s), metre (m), kilogram (kg), ampere (A), kelvin (K), mole (mol) and 
candela (cd) are to be used). 

2. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use metric prefixes, as defined in the SI system, 
within the context of Asgardia (this implies that the 20 prefixes of SI are to be used, 
ranging from “yocto” (= 10-24) to “yotta” (= 1024)). 

3. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use the decimal numeral system (also called the 
base-ten positional numeral system) within the context of Asgardia. 

a. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use the point (“.”) as the decimal separator 
(like in “3.14”). 

b. A Recommendatory Asgardian Standard is not to use the comma (“,”) as a 
thousands separator. Instead, it is recommended to use normalized scientific 
notation (like “3.5×106 ” instead of “3500000”; note that for numbers less than 6 
digits, it is acceptable not to use the normalized scientific notation). 

4. A Recommendatory Asgardian Standard is to adopt other recommendations of the SI 
system, including non-SI units accepted for use with SI (like astronomical unit, Celcius 
and electronvolt), when those are deeply embedded in a specific scientific, technical, or 
commercial context and as long as it does not lead to confusion. 
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